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I.  Introduction

Speaking is the  principal mode of all  human  communication, and unsurprisingly, the most 

important skill  in language learning. In fact, the ability to speak well is often equated with 

proficiency in a foreign language (Bygate 1987).

This  assignment  focuses on developing  storytelling skills among  Intermediate  learners. 

According to Thornbury, “storytelling is a universal function of language and one of the main 

ingredients of casual conversation” (2005:95). 

Though it comes naturally to all of us in L1, transferring interactional skills such as storytelling  

to L2 is much harder to do.  In my experience, even at higher-levels, learner speech often 

sounds rehearsed and formal. Learners may speak confidently on stock topics but shy away 

from telling stories, jokes and anecdotes, making it  harder to establish and maintain social 

bonds.  A Colombian  lawyer  I  taught  in  the  United  States  could  participate  fully  in  legal 

discussions and hold her own in American court but faltered for words in casual conversation.

I became more interested in exploring this area on reading Richards (2008) who says, “Talk 

as interaction is  perhaps the most  difficult  skill  to  teach since interactional  talk  is  a very 

complex and subtle phenomenon.” 

The role of the teacher, therefore, is to raise awareness about the sub-skills, strategies, and 

processes involved in successful storytelling. 
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II.  Analysis

What is Speaking?

Speaking  is  an  interactive,  interpersonal  process  (Hughes  2002:73)  that  helps  us 

communicate, maintain social relations, and exchange information. Unlike written discourse, 

speaking takes place in real-time and under duress of processing and reciprocity conditions. 

Unsurprisingly, it is less grammatical, more formulaic, less precise, and more redundant than 

written discourse (DELTA notes).

According to S. Luoma (2004),  speaking, which is composed of idea units, or short phrases 

and clauses, employs more formulaic language, fillers, hesitation markers, and is more vague 

than written discourse.

Most formal  instruction follows an indirect  approach when it  comes to teaching speaking. 

Course books and teachers expect students to develop conversational competence without  

raising  awareness  of  “specific  features  of  oral  interaction  (e.g.,  turn-taking,  topic 

management, and question strategies).” (Richards 2008:19)

By  giving  learners  an  opportunity  to  “notice  the  gap”  between  their  speech  and  native 

speakers' interactional discourse, we can help them become aware of features of naturalistic 

dialogue that give an impression of fluency.
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What is storytelling?  

In recounting incidents and  relating anecdotes to our friends, family, co-workers, we are all 

storytellers in our daily lives. Storytelling  is  an  essential  social  skill  for  foreign  language 

speakers trying to have an informal conversation in their second language.

Sharing personal experiences and recounting them as stories, anecdotes or reminiscences is 

an  integral  part  of  creating  and  maintaining  social  relationships.  A good  story  not  only 

entertains, it also enhances the relationship between storytellers and their audience.

What are anecdotes?

An anecdote is short personal narrative about an interesting incident, which usually results in 

“a cathartic burst of laughter, a shocked (but audible) silence, a gasp etc” (Plum 1998:258).

Anecdotes are an opportunity for language learners to talk about something that is part of  

their own life experience. In reality, the most amusing anecdotes are retold and stored in the  

storyteller's memory as chunks of language. Just as with native speakers, students have to 

practice retelling the story before they get it right. 

“Everybody's got their stock stories, anecdotes, jokes and what have you, so it's a good thing 

to  be practicing  [telling anecdotes]  inside  the  classroom,  since they have a portability  to 

them.” (Vaughan 2008)

Demands of  the Genre:  Like  most  other  interactional  genres  of  speech,  anecdotes  are 

informal, unplanned and spontaneous. Telling an anecdote levies serious demands on the 

storyteller's faculties of speech. Thornbury describes the process as one of conceptualizing, 
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formulating, articulating, and self-monitoring – all of which can only be achieved through some 

degree of automaticity (2005:6).

Because of the processing conditions of real-time constraints, under which most anecdotes 

are  related,  the  genre  allows  a  high-level  of  grammatical  freedom  compared  to  speech 

performances such as presentations and debates where the speaker is expected to articulate 

their thoughts succinctly.
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Sub-Skills  involved in telling anecdotes

1. Negotiation skills

Apart from the knowledge of the genre, learners must also be aware of negotiation skills 

which help them achieve understanding. The two aspects of negotiation skills are:

a. Negotiation of Meaning – the skill of communicating ideas clearly, with an appropriate 'level 

of  explicitness'  (Bygate 1987:29), and making oneself  understood during an exchange. In 

telling an anecdote, the speaker must take into consideration the level of shared background 

information when setting the context of the story. 

A failure to do so can result in serious gaps, if not a complete breakdown of communication. 

On the other hand, too much detail is redundant and uninteresting for the listeners.

b. Management of interaction – Being a narrative form of speech, speakers typically need to 

retain longer turns while relating anecdotes. Storytellers can “indicate they have more to say – 

for example, through intonation or by using expressions to suggest continuity, such as 'First,' 

'Another thing,' 'Then'” (Richards 1990:69).

In my experience, even Intermediate level learners prefer taking short turns and give the 

appearance of being less than collaborative in conversations.

Casual conversations are also highly interactive, with backchanneling intervention – “Really? 

Did you? Oh no! Whatever did you do?” (Swift n.d.), feedback, including laughter, prompting, 

(Richards 2008:23), and listener's trying to interject and launch into their own anecdotes.

At the Intermediate level, learners are still unequipped to deal with such interactivity in real-

time while also holding ground and telling their story. Bygate says, “There is no one around to  

protect the speaking rights of foreign speakers: they have to do this themselves” (1987:27). 
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2.  Appropriacy of grammar and register

Unlike written discourse, speech is formulated under real-time processing conditions and 

hence, is more formulaic, less grammatical, more redundant, and less precise REPEAT!!!. 

“The speaker  makes much use of  elided and slurred  forms in  the  familiar  patter  of  (…) 

everyday  ordinary  speech.  Utterances  are  typically  short  and  often  elliptical.”  (Yunzhong 

1985:15) 

The  genre  of  storytelling  usually  involves  using  past  continuous  to  describe  background 

events, simple past for foreground events, and past perfect for flashbacks. (Swift, n.d.) The 

uniqueness of spoken discourse also lies in its three-part division of utterances into head-

body-tail, as in the following examples:

Head Body Tail

Kedgeree, I remember saying to my mum...

This is really nice, this Rioja.

(Thornbury 2005:20)

Clauses are joined together using parataxis, most commonly and, then, because, but, rather 

than hypotaxis more commonly found in written discourse (Plum 1988:383).

The storyteller must also be aware of the speech style and register common in the telling of  

anecdotes. A genre of narrative most commonly told to an audience with whom the speaker 

shares  a  degree of  familiarity,  anecdotes  are  informal  speech  events,  and  the  speaker's 

choice of register must reflect this. (Thornbury 2005:19) 
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3.  Self-monitoring and repair

Even Intermediate level learners often stay away from engaging in casual  conversation for 

lack of vocabulary. When in doubt, learners may sacrifice part of their message by resorting to 

'meaning replacement' communication strategies or avoidance strategies (Faerch and Kasper 

1983:52).

In telling anecdotes, learners can compensate for language gaps by guessing close cognates 

(especially  if  the learner's  L1 shares root  words with  the L2),  paraphrasing the message 

through  lexical  substitution  or  circumlocution,  borrowing words  from L1,  or  foreignizing  a 

mother tongue word (Bygate 1987:47). 

4. Automaticity  

Language learners can  develop automaticity, the ability to focus on a task without thinking 

about the skills involved, in terms of planning as well as production,  by using formulaic 

knowledge and  production strategies.

 Learners can ease the duress of narrating stories in real-time by becoming more aware of  

and practicing the use of pause fillers, vagueness expressions, and repetitions. “A record of 

natural speech will show numerous false starts, deviations from rules, changes of plan mid-

course and so on.” (Chomsky 1965:5)

Over time, and through retelling, anecdotes become a part of the storyteller's active memory 

as formulaic chunks of language. In the classroom, planning what they are going to say and 

how  they  are  going  to  say  it,  and  retelling  the  anecdote  to  partners  can  “provoke  the 

structuring and re-structuring of 'noticed' language that is necessary if the learner is to adjust 

the hyotheses they have formed” (Batstone 1994:40-43).
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III.  Problems and Solutions 

1. One of the biggest problems inherent in teaching interactional skills is whether they can be 

taught at all. Richards (1990:67) asks, “Can conversation be taught or is it something 

that can be acquired simply by doing it?”

Teaching speaking has been synonymous with teaching the transactional uses of language 

and  ignoring  the  use  of  conversation  to  create  social  interaction  and  social  relations.  In 

classrooms,  it  is  commonly  considered  “not  necessary  (or  even  possible)  to  teach 

conversation in any real sense; all that is needed is a provision of opportunities for learners to  

engage in conversational interaction.” (Richards (1990:77). 

In Vietnam, where there is a great emphasis on grammar, vocabulary, and transactional 

speaking skills, Intermediate level learners consider  'learning' interactional skills in the 

classroom useless. In recent discourse and speaking lessons I taught to high-level learners, 

students did not realize the usefulness of “noticing the gap” activities until  they were able to 

successfully “bridge the gap” in their conversational skills.

Suggestions for teaching:

Research into “direct approach” teaching has found that explicitly pointing out processes and 

strategies involved in casual conversation can help learners become aware of conversational 

features used in fluent speech, who then use repair strategies and monitor their production for 

vocabulary, grammar, and appropriateness. (Richards 1990:84)

In my own experience, not only can conversational competence be taught simultaneously 

with linguistic competence (Thornbury, Slade 2006:101), but learners of all levels benefit 

from a balanced approach to both. While teaching a small group of elementary level Mexican 

immigrants in the United States, I  found they were more confident in engaging in casual 
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conversation after having practiced backchanneling and production strategies in class. 

New Inside Out Intermediate  also has very good interactional skills activities at the end of 

every unit (Appendix 1). In my own classes, I have used these dialogues to initiate role plays 

and storytelling which learners find both enjoyable and useful.

Rivers and Temperley (1978) point out that the chasm between skill-getting and skill-using 

can be bridged using  dialogues based on social  situations such as “answering the door, 

making a telephone call, giving birthday greetings, interacting at a party, welcoming visitors 

and customers” to help learners establish and maintain social relations outside the classroom.

2. Developing automaticity –  Language learners recounting anecdotes in their second 

language have to think of an appropriate story, organize their ideas, and tell the story in real-

time. In his research, House (1996:249) found that students find it difficult to manage “both 

discourse comprehension and discourse production tasks in the fast give-and-take of ongoing 

spontaneous talk’. 

In my experience, even high-level learners only develop automaticity, and embellish their 

anecdotes in the second or third retelling. Recently, when I was teaching an upper-

intermediate  level  overseas preparation course, I found an  over-reliance  on  notes  and 

prompts during speaking activities, which thwarted their fluency.

Suggestions for teaching: 

In How to Teach Speaking, Thornbury (2005) identifies three steps which enable learners to 

achieve automaticity in speaking:
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Awareness-raising: activities that help learners notice gaps in their knowledge

Appropriation: controlled practice activities

Autonomy and Automaticity: interactive, purposeful and authentic tasks designed to 

encourage fluency.

Among Thornbury's recommendations for automaticity-development activities are role-plays, 

presentations,  discussions,  debates,  stories,  anecdotes,  and  interpersonal  conversations. 

While narration used to be one of the main means of practicing speaking in the classroom, 

the focus has shifted now from learners telling fables and folk tales to personalized narrating  

tasks, examples of which are found in New Cutting Edge course books (Appendix 2).  

However, in sharing personal stories,  there is a “variation between a hesitant cycle and a 

more fluent cycle, the latter marked by a faster rate of speech and fewer hesitations.” 

(Richards 1990:76) By allowing learners time to think, plan, and study the task at hand, and 

repeat it, it is possible to encourage automaticity.

A six-year-old intermediate level learner I teach one-on-one finds it much easier to recount 

the day's events when I give her time to depict it in pictures in a storyboard format (Appendix 

3). This simple activity gives the learner time to process her ideas, and plan what she will say 

beforehand.

3. Avoidance Strategies:  When there are gaps in the speakers' lexical knowledge, learners 

may lapse into L1 in order to convey their message, clip or abandon it altogether. 

In my experience, Intermediate level learners usually do not have enough active vocabulary 

to participate in casual talk without long pauses. In a recent upper-intermediate IELTS class I  
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taught,  some  learners  needed  extensive  support  with  vocabulary  retrieval  to  produce 

cohesive  accounts  of  past  experiences.  In  such  situations, learners fail to transfer 

interactional skills from L1,  resorting to avoidance strategies, such as sacrificing or 

abandoning the message they want to convey, or offer only  brief responses to direct 

questions. In sharing personal experiences in casual chit-chat, an over-emphasis on accuracy 

and planning can lead learners to sacrifice fluency.

Suggestions for teaching:

Once  the  affective  filters  are  lowered,  learners  need  to  master  routines,  repair  and 

production strategies that will help in developing interactional skills. 

In my own upper-intermediate classes, I used Natural English extensively to draw learners' 

attention  to  natural  phrases  they  can  use  to  correct  themselves  (Appendix  4).  Once 

internalised, learners can rely on such expressions to become more fluent and hence, more 

confident.

Conversation  Gambits  provides  a  range  of  activities  to  raise  awareness  of  strategies  to 

process and produce language in real-time conversation, and practice lexical chunks useful 

for fluency. The activity (Appendix 5) can be adapted for learners at an Intermediate level by 

recounting an anecdote, and allowing learners to 'notice' the incorporated story sequencing 

words, which they can then try to use to tell their own stories. 

4. Affective Problems: Unlike children learning a language, adult learners may be inhibited by 

a self-imposed need for accuracy or fear of embarrassment. Japanese and Taiwanese 

learners I taught in a multi-level, multiracial class shied away from interactional speaking 

activities because they were afraid of “losing face”. In my experience, older Vietnamese 

learners share the same issues in opening up in class and therefore appear much more 

reticent.
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Suggestions for teaching:

I prefer to start teaching interactional skills later in the course, when the learners are more  

familiar with each other and the teaching style. To help lower affective filters, it is essential to  

build supportive classroom dynamics (Thornbury 2006:8), and express a genuine interest in 

learners' lives. 

In  my  experience,  I  have  found  learners  of  all  ages  perform better  in  interactional  and 

transactional tasks, be it debate, presentation, or storytelling, if they have worked in smaller 

groups first, before being asked to perform in front of a larger group or the whole class. 

Especially in Vietnam, learners feel they are constantly being evaluated and stop talking when 

the teacher approaches them while monitoring. Errors should be selectively corrected during 

feedback with a focus on positive reinforcement.

Brumfit (1979:183) suggests the possibility of letting learners communicate as far as they can, 

intervening only to provide support in case of a breakdown. One of the ways he suggests 

organizing language learning in the classroom is:

communicate as far as 
possible with all available 
resources

Present language items shown 
to be necessary for effective 
communication

    Drill if necessary
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IV. Conclusion

Storytelling and sharing personal anecdotes is an indispensable skill for language learners 

hoping to establish social bonds with people who speak English as lingua franca around the 

world. However, such interactional skills are also one of the most difficult  to transfer from 

one's L1. 

I have gained valuable insight into the sub-skills needed for learners to develop interactional  

skills while researching for this assignment. I have also found a mine of resources that can be  

exploited in classrooms for teaching such skills. 

By reflecting on problems faced by learners in interactional  skills  activities,  I  now have a 

sound understanding of the reasons why such activities were not always successful in my 

lessons before, and how I can overcome these problems in the future.

Looking forward,  I  intend to  integrate many more activities that  focus on development of  

interactional skills among my learners, using my knowledge of Thornbury's Awareness-raising 

→ Appropriation → Automaticity paradigm to scaffold learning in the classroom. 
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